
# Name Phone Agenda Question Response

1 KIMEMIA,ANNE WANGUI 254722831217 DIVIDENDS have never received dividend

Dear Anne, thank you for your question, we have confirmed you have 
outstanding dividends on your name, shall contact you on 254709170000 
and guide you on how you will claim your outstanding dividends.

2 BIWOTT DAVID KIPTARUS 254722897162 DIVIDENDS How much did you pay me as dividends?

Dear David, thank you for your question, the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

3 KINUTHIA JANE KARIE 254727110834 DIVIDENDS what is my dividend and my shares

Dear Jane, A first and final dividend of Kes.0.30 has been declared to be paid 
on or about 9.08.2024 once approved during the AGM by shareholders and 
you hold 1,552 shares.

4 WAHOME EVELYN NDOTI NGUTU 254722530888 DIVIDENDS when was the divided paid last to me?

Dear Anne, thank you for your question, we shall contact you on 
254709170000 and guide you on how you will claim your outstanding 
dividends.

5 MAKINDA,HERBERT CHARLES DOYLE 254722290650

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS Can I access the financial statements?

Dear Herbert. Thank you for the question. Kindly note we have shared via 
your email address herbmakinda@yahoo.com.

6 MWAU,LUCIA MUENI 254722774535 A.O.B
How are shares valued.. very low rate for 
quite a substantial period

Dear Lucia, thank you for your question and participating in this years AGM, 
we have noted it and you will be accorded a response during AGM.

7 WANIGA,TERESIA MURUGI 254722762261 DIVIDENDS I don't receive my dividends
Dear Waniga. Thank you for the question. Kindly note you have been 
receiving dividends via M-pesa through +25472***2261.

8 MATHU,MERCY KARUANA 254722966396 DIVIDENDS how much is the value of 308 shares
Good morning Mercy, Kindly note the trading price as today is Kshs. 2.50 per 
share.

9 KARIUKI,AGNES SIALO 254720954184 DIVIDENDS
how do I get my dividends have not been 
getting

Dear Agnes. Thank you for the question. Kindly note you have been 
receiving dividends via M-pesa through +25472***4184.

10 WAWERU ROBERT KINAGA AND KINAGA PAULINE NJERI 254724544034 DIVIDENDS due dividends

Dear Robert, thank you for your question, the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

11 ESHITEMI,MISANGO NDETA 254721243067 DIVIDENDS
What's the rate of dividend payments for the 
year ending December 2023?

Dear Ndeta, A first and final dividend of Kes.0.30 has been declared to be 
paid on or about 9.08.2024 once approved during the AGM by shareholders.

12 MONYONCHO,JOSEPHAT MOSWETA 254 A.O.B
What are the gift hampers for physical in-
person attendance

Dear Joseph, thank you for your question, we have noted it and you will be 
accorded a response during AGM.

13 MWANGI DOUGLAS MUNGAI 254722965967 DIVIDENDS my dividend

Good morning Douglas, Thank you for the question. Kindly note a dividend 
of Kshs. 0.30 per share was declared and will be paid on or about 9th August 
2024.

14 WATOYI,GEORGE OKOTH OPADO 254 DIVIDENDS

Dear George, thank you for your question, the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

15 MWANGI DOUGLAS MUNGAI 254722965967 DIVIDENDS Can you deposit to my Mpesa?   0722 965 967

Dear Douglas, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

16 MWANGI DOUGLAS MUNGAI 254722965967 DIVIDENDS
Can you deposit dividend to my Mpesa? 
0722965967

Dear Douglas, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

17 MWANGI DOUGLAS MUNGAI 254722965967 DIVIDENDS Can you deposit to my Mpesa

Dear Douglas, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

18 MWANGI DOUGLAS MUNGAI 254722965967 A.O.B
Can you deposit dividend to my Mpesa 
0722965967

Dear Douglas, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

19 MWANGI DOUGLAS MUNGAI 254722965967 A.O.B can you deposit my dividend to my Mpesa

Dear Douglas, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

20 NGARI,NICHOLAS NDWIGA 254722473573 DIVIDENDS When are dividends being paid?

Dear Nicholas, thank you for your question, the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

21 NGARI,NICHOLAS NDWIGA 254722473573 DIVIDENDS
When are final dividends being paid and what 
the rates per share?

Dear Nicholas, thank you for your question, the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

22 NGARI,NICHOLAS NDWIGA 254722473573 DIVIDENDS
when are the final dividends being paid and 
what are the rates per share?

Dear Nicholas, thank you for your question, the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

23 GAKUHI,CHARLES GITHITHO 254722809998 A.O.B

What were the greatest challenges in 2023? 
How do you intend to grow and increase 
dividends for shareholders with increasing 
competition?

Dear Charles, thank you for your question, we have noted it and you will be 
accorded a response during AGM.

24 AHINDUKHA,JACINTA BITETI 254722289066 DIVIDENDS will you pay dividends?

Dear Jacinta, thank you for your question, yes the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

25 NJOROGE SALOME NJERI 254720473617 DIVIDENDS
hi I'm salome I want to know more abt my 
shares

Dear Salome, thank you for reaching out, please note that you hold 1,552 
shares as at today 13/06/2024 under certificates. Please contact us on 
254709170000 or kenyareshares@image.co.ke for more information.

26 KILONZO OCTAVIAN MATATA 254735215293 A.O.B How much is my shares

Dear Octavian, thanks for reaching out, please note that Kenya Re shares are 
trading at Ksh 2.70 per share as at today 13/06/2024. You can contact your 
stock broker or investment bank for more advice

27 NJUGUNA,MARY WAMBUI 254702487636 DIVIDENDS
What is  the rate of dividends this financial 
year

Dear Mary, thank you for your question, the board of  Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

28 MUTUKU CHRISTINE MUTINDI 254722599110 DIVIDENDS where are my dividends

Dear Christine, thank you for your question, we have confirmed that you 
have outstanding dividends on your name and we shall contact you on 
254709170000 to guide on how to claim these dividends.

29 MUTUKU CHRISTINE MUTINDI 254722599110

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS Where are my dividends

Dear Christine, thank you for your question, we have confirmed that you 
have outstanding dividends on your name and we shall contact you on 
254709170000 to guide on how to claim these dividends.

30 MUTUKU CHRISTINE MUTINDI 254722599110 DIVIDENDS Dividends zangu ziko wapi

Dear Christine, thank you for your question, we have confirmed that you 
have outstanding dividends on your name and we shall contact you on 
254709170000 to guide on how to claim these dividends.

31 KAGUKU NANCY WAMBUI 254721296037 A.O.B
how do i change my name from wambui to 
wangui there was an error on your end.

Dear Nancy. Thank you for the question. Kindly visit our office with all the 
original share certificates, ID and note if the name changed due to marriage 
carry certified copy of Marriage certificate and affidavit copy.

32 KAGUKU NANCY WAMBUI 254721296037 A.O.B
how so i change my name its wangui not 
wambui

Dear Nancy. Thank you for the question. Kindly visit our office with all the 
original share certificates, ID and note if the name changed due to marriage 
carry certified copy of Marriage certificate and affidavit copy.



33 MUTUKU CHRISTINE MUTINDI 254722599110
AUDITORS & 
REMUNERATION How much is per share

Dear Christine. Thank you for the question. Kindly note the price per share 
as today is Kshs.2.80

34 ROTICH JOSEPH KIBII 254725745292 A.O.B my shares certificate, w

Good morning Rotich. Kindly confirm if the share certificates are lost or 
misplaced so that we can issue you with an indemnity form for lost share 
certificates to facilitate replacement.  Additionally, reach us through our 
office mobile number +254 709 170 000 or email info@image.co.ke for 
further assistance.

35 NJOROGE,DAMARIS NYAMBURA 254721235799 DIVIDENDS Divident
Dear Damaris. Thank you for the question. Kindly note you have been 
receiving dividends via M-pesa through +25472***5799.

36 NJOROGE,DAMARIS NYAMBURA 254721235799 DIVIDENDS Notreceivedmydivident
Dear Damaris. Thank you for the question. Kindly note you have been 
receiving dividends via M-pesa through +25472***5799.

37 MAU,SUSAN WANGARI 254722552519 A.O.B
when are members going to have a formal 
meeting Dear Susan. Thank you for the question. Kindly note it will be a virtual AGM.

38 MAU,SUSAN WANGARI 254722552519 DIVIDENDS formal meetings date

Dear Susan. Thank you for the question. Kindly note the Annual General 
Meeting of the Company will be held electronically on Tuesday, 25th June 
2024 at 11.00 a.m.

39 OWITI,WILLIS ANTONY 254722936012

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

Can the corporation be releasing the annual 
report in good time,like one month to the 
AGM?

Dear Wills, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

40 OWITI,WILLIS ANTONY 254722936012

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

What was the performance of the subsidiaries 
in terms of revenue and profits

Dear Wills, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

41 OWITI,WILLIS ANTONY 254722936012 A.O.B
What was the performance of the subsidiaries 
in terms of revenue and profits

Dear Wills, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

42 OWITI,WILLIS ANTONY 254722936012 A.O.B
What is the justification for the proposal to do 
a bonus share issue of 1:1

Dear Wills, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

43 KIMEMIA,ANNE WANGUI 254722831217 DIVIDENDS when will we get our devidance

Dear Anne, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has declared 
dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on register on 
25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

44 GAKURU ROSEMARY MUTHONI 254721247530 DIVIDENDS In which account were my last dividends paid?

Dear Rosemary, thank you for your question, please note that your 
dividends are being paid through KCB Bank account ending with 
08110005***. Please contact us on 254709170000 for more clarification.

45 AHINDUKHA,JACINTA BITETI 254722289066 DIVIDENDS payments and rate?

Dear Jacinta, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

46 MEEME CHRISTOPHER KIMANI 254723956746 DIVIDENDS

Over the years I have not received my 
devideds. Kindly why can't you remit the same 
through Mpesa?

Dear Meeme, thank you for the question. Please reach us through our office 
email info@image.co.ke for further assistance on the same.

47 MUTUA LUCY KARIMI 254723848806 DIVIDENDS

Hello, I am concerned that for a number of 
years I have not received my dividends. What 
has been happening?

Dear Lucy, thank you for the question. Kindly engage us through our office 
email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

48 KANGOGO DANIEL KIIKUTOL 254721231202 A.O.B How can I purchase extra shares
Dear Daniel, thank you for the question. Kindly note you can purchase more 
shares through your preffered stockbroker.

49 KANGOGO DANIEL KIIKUTOL 254721231202 DIVIDENDS
How do you intend to pay dividend, through 
m-pesa or  cheque

Dear Daniel, thank you for the email. Please confirm your preferred mode of 
payment as well engage us via our office email info@image.co.ke for further 
assistance.

50 KANGOGO DANIEL KIIKUTOL 254721231202 DIVIDENDS When to you intend to pay dividend

Dear Daniel, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

51 KANGOGO DANIEL KIIKUTOL 254721231202 A.O.B Can I borrow loan using shares
Dear Daniel, thank you for the question. Yes you can borrow against the 
shares and engage your stockbroker for further assistance on the same.

52 LANGAT,RICHARD KIPKETER 254722426940
REMUNERATION 
REPORT Hi iwant to about my shares please

Dear Richard, thank you for the question. Kindly note you hold 1552 Kenya 
Reinsurance Corporation shares.

53 MWANGI,FRANCIS KUNG'U 254724235395 DIVIDENDS Increase it kes 0.5
Dear Francis, thank you for partcipating in todays' AGM. The question is well 
noted.

54 MWANGI,FRANCIS KUNG'U 254724235395 ELECTIONS
I would wish to offer myself in the position of 
Board of Directors

Dear Mwangi. Thank you for the queation. Kindly submit your curriclum 
vitae to the Company Secretary for consideration,

55 CHEGE,MARTHA WANJIKU 254724869501 DIVIDENDS to receive dividend via mpesa

Dear Martha, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

56 KAIRU,NANCY NDUTA 254724960491 DIVIDENDS Is it possible you send our dividend via mpesa

Dear Nancy, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

57 KAIRU,NANCY NDUTA 254724960491 DIVIDENDS How much share do I have n it's worth
Dear Nancy, thank you for the question. Please note you hold 1,552 shares 
and price per share as today is Kshs.2.94

58 ALEXANDER SAMUEL KUGERIA 254720483656 DIVIDENDS amount per share

Dear Samuel, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

59 MBOVU ROBERT KIMILU 254722651157 DIVIDENDS
I don't get dividends from my shares.Why and 
how can I get the arrears?

Dear Robert, thank you for the question and participating in the AGM. 
Kindly engage us through our office email info@image.co.ke or contact us 
254709170000 for further assistance.

60 LANDO RICHAED OLUOCH 254722169820 DIVIDENDS
How much are my shares worth in terms of 
ksh?

Dear Oluoch, thank you for the question. Kindly note the price per share as 
today is trading at Kshs.2.94

61 MULTIFACE VENTURES 254728957410 DIVIDENDS How do I receive my dividends

Dear Shareholder, thank you for the question and participating in the AGM. 
Kindly engage us through our office email info@image.co.ke or contact us 
254709170000 for further assistance.

62 LEMISO,CHARLES LEDAMA

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

Very good 2023 performance. Have we made 
an assessment of the impact the recent 
floodings in the East African Region will have 
in the 2024 performance? What is the outlook 
with this in mind?

Dear Charles, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

63 DANIEL MUIRURI NJOGU 254720901695 DIVIDENDS How much is my dividend?

Dear Daniel, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

64 GIKUNJU,GRACE  WANGECI 254721518689 DIVIDENDS

How can someone put back the dividends into 
the investment? I am out of the country and I 
hardly get to deposit the cheques.

Dear Grace. Thank you for the question. Please note once you receive the 
dividends via Cheque, encash or Bank them so that you can buy more shares 
through your stockbroker.

65 MUCHIRI,REBECCA MUTHONI 254722785227 DIVIDENDS how much dividend per share

Dear Rebecca, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

66 MUNGAI PETER S NJOROGE 254722578090 DIVIDENDS when and how do I get divided

Dear Peter, thank you for the question and participating in the meeting. 
Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 709 170 000 or 
email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

67 KANGOGO DANIEL KIIKUTOL 254721231202 DIVIDENDS Do you pay through m-pesa
Dear Daniel, thank you for the question. Yes, we can pay dividend via M-
pesa.



68 KANGOGO DANIEL KIIKUTOL 254721231202 DIVIDENDS Do you pay through m-pesa?
Dear Daniel, thank you for the question. Yes we can pay dividend via M-
pesa.

69 WACHAGA GEOFFEY MBUGUA 254722633572

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS PAYMENT

Dear Mbugua, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

70 MURIITHIA,PAULINE NYANGUTU 254722407514 DIVIDENDS are there dividends

Dear Pauline, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

71 KAITTANY RICHARD KIMUTAI 254721165809 A.O.B How do i buy more shares?
Dear Richard. Thank you for the question. Please engage your stockbroker 
so that you can buy more shares.

72 KAITTANY RICHARD KIMUTAI 254721165809 A.O.B How do i buy/sell shares?
Dear Richard, thank you for the question. Kindly note you can buy or sell 
shares through the stockbroker of your choice.

73 MUTINDA,ANSETA KALEE 254722310569 DIVIDENDS when are we likely to have divided if any?

Dear Mutinda, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

74 KAMAU,JAMES MWANGI 254722421885 DIVIDENDS I don't get my dividends for many years
Dear James, thank you for the question. Kindly engage us through our office 
email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

75 KAMAU,JAMES MWANGI 254722421885 DIVIDENDS Please use my mpesa to send dividends

Dear James, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

76 NJURU FRANCIS GITONGA 254721709748 DIVIDENDS Where do my dividens go

Dear Francis, thank you for the question and participating in the AGM. 
Kindly engage us through our office email info@image.co.ke or contact us 
254709170000 for further assistance.

77 OMWANDA,MAURICE OTIENO 254722138037 DIVIDENDS when are we going to get dividend

Dear Maurice, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

78 MURIGI JOSEPH JOHN NJOROGE 254721803283 DIVIDENDS What are this year's payment for one share?

Dear Joseph, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

79 MURIGI JOSEPH JOHN NJOROGE 254721803283 DIVIDENDS
Can the dividends be sent via my mobile 
money mpesa?

Dear Joseph, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

80 MURIGI JOSEPH JOHN NJOROGE 254721803283

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

Do you have an access to the live annual AGM 
meeting proceedings today and what's the 
link?

Dear Joseph, thank you for the question. Please see below link: 
https://kenyare.vimeet.live/v/cfea57e9-5d0a-4ebb-be21-30fa08de7ea1

81 MWAU,LUCIA MUENI 254722774535 DIVIDENDS What is the rate person share?

Dear Lucia, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has declared 
dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on register on 
25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

82 OMBOJA,TABITHA 254721752082 A.O.B
When do you intend to hold physical or rather 
hybrid meeting for the shareholders

Dear Tabitha, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

83 MATHENGE,NANCY GATHIGIA 254706421957 DIVIDENDS Can I receive my dividends through mpesa

Dear Nancy, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

84 MWANGI SUSAN WANGUI 254724849194 DIVIDENDS
Why don't i get my devideds? and you have 
my details

85 KIPKOECH JONATHAN 254725372594 DIVIDENDS Where is our bonus

Dear Jonathan, thank you for reaching out and participating on AGM. Bonus 
shares will be issued upon approval by shareholders during this AGM and 
also by regulatory approvals.

86 GATHOGO,IRENE NYAGUTHII 254721444780 DIVIDENDS

What is the trend on the dividends these 
days???,,,last year we didn't receive any 
dividends.

Dear Irene, thank you for reaching out and participating on AGM. We shall 
contact you on 254709170000 for guidance on how to claim your last years 
outstanding dividends.

87 ASANYO,JUSTUS NYANDEGE 254723516354 DIVIDENDS

Infact l have a problem whereby as a member 
l havent received Dividends from 2018 update 
why???How will i know whether my shares 
are available or they have been sold without 
my order??Is there away it can assess my 
account through phone??How will l contact 
you because since you Moved your offices 
from Nairobi Town siiwapati?

Dear Justus, thank you for reaching out and participating on AGM. We shall 
contact you on 254709170000 for guidance on how to claim your 
outstanding dividends.

88 CHUMA FELISTUS CHEMUTAI 254722426893 DIVIDENDS

I haven't been receiving my dividends for 
some years now. Where does it go? Is it 
possible to send by mpesa?

89 MWANGI,FRANCIS KUNG'U 254724235395 ELECTIONS

Thank you for the response,  How do send the 
CV to the company secretary. There is no 
email contacts. For participation in the Board

Dear Francis, kindly submit a dully signed  application letter, CV which 
should be addressed to the corporation secretary to the address 
Reinsurance Plaza, along Aga Khan Walk & Taifa Road, Nairobi, Kenya.

90 NJUGUNA JOSEPH KAMANDE 254727638085 DIVIDENDS

I have never received my dividends I would 
like them be channeled through my M-pesa 
number 0727638085

Good morning Joseph, thank you for the question. Please engage us through 
our office email info@image.co.ke so that we can share with the dividend 
claim forms for the outstanding dividend cheques.

91 MWAURA,SIMON  KABATI 254727067118 A.O.B

Am a share holder.i have never gotten 
divided.i have never sold my shares?what 
happened  to my shares?  Margaret Nzina 
Ngunga

Dear Simon, thank you for your question.Please contact us on 
254709170000 for more clarification.

92 MWAURA,SIMON  KABATI 254727067118 DIVIDENDS

Congratulations to the board members. Are 
members expecting any increase in dividends 
payment in the near future

Dear Simon, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

93 MWAURA,SIMON  KABATI 254727067118 A.O.B
I have used Simon measures link.i was not 
send the link.

Dear Simon, thank you for the question. Please see below: 
https://kenyare.vimeet.live/v/e7999315-2cc5-428f-997f-f40c8abbc61c

94 ASANYO,JUSTUS NYANDEGE 254723516354 DIVIDENDS

My name Justus Nyandege Asanyo I'd 
20913855. Pls i need my dividends since 2018 
. Phone m pesa no 0723516354 send hapo i 
had registered using Airtel no 0734841573.I 
used to receive cheques ambao i haven't 
received since then.

Dear Justus. Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 709 170 
000 or email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

95 MULWANDA ELDORET SELF HELP GROUP 254734956301 DIVIDENDS

How do I receive dividends when my other 
members stopped membership for we were a 
group during buying.

Dear Shareholder. Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 
709 170 000 or email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

96 GADANI,RAKESH PRAKASH

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

What is the Board's plan to address the 
challenges with the various properties that 
are stuck in limbo as highlighted by the OAG.  
Can the Treasury's representative on the 
Board help resolve the disputes that involve 
other GoK entities eg Prisons and KFS?  Has 
there been any collections from GoK on the 
sale of part of the Mbagathi Road plot?

Dear Rakesh, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.



97 GADANI,RAKESH PRAKASH ELECTIONS

Given Minority Shareholders own 40% of 
Kenya Re's shares, when will Kenya Re allow 
Minority Shareholders to directly elect 40% of 
the directors as seen with KPLC which has 4 
INEDs out of 9 directors?

Dear Rakesh, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

98 GADANI,RAKESH PRAKASH A.O.B

Please provide an update on how the flooding 
in 1H 2024 has affected Kenya Re? How has 
the performance been through May 2024?

Dear Rakesh, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

99 KIPRONO,SAMSON KIPKEMOI 254722230302 DIVIDENDS

Why has the dividend be so low for a length of 
time despite a positive financial growth? What 
% is the proposed dividend?

Dear Samson, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

100 MUGABE,ALLAN BOSCO

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

Could you please share/indicate where the full 
integrated annual report can be found

Dear Allan, thank you for the question. Please note you can access the same 
in the company website.

101 GITHINJI,JULIUS MUNGE 254721345456 ELECTIONS
What is the criteria to select the directors 
from the regions? I'm from Embu county.

Dear Julius, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

102 GADANI,RAKESH PRAKASH

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

OAG said that the CIV subsidiary has not 
completed the statutory audits for 2020, 2021, 
2022 and 2023. What risk do shareholders 
face in this respect given the size and assets of 
the CIV business?

Dear Rakesh, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

103 ODOUR,MILLICENT C.  ADHIAMBO 254722601417 DIVIDENDS How shares I have?
Dear Millicent, thank you for the question. Please note you hold 2,700 
shares.

104 AKHULE PAUL WESAYA 254734820780 SPECIAL BUSINESS Why do we have so may acting managers?
Dear Paul, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

105 NJENGA,NAFTARY MBIYU 254721331058 ELECTIONS

We need change on Directors. We cannot 
keep re-electing same persons yet we have 
many qualified and want to serve.

Dear Njenga, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

106 SANDE,JOY OLUMALA 254721705896 A.O.B
What happened to the gifts we used to be 
given during AGMs

Dear Joy, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to you 
during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

107 SANDE,JOY OLUMALA 254721705896 A.O.B Dear Joy,  Thank you for participating in the AGM.

108 NJOROGE,BERNADETTE NYAMBURA 254733655573

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

Where is the auditorâ€™s opinion in what you 
have posted under financial reports?

Dear Njoroge, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded 
to you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's 
website.

109 GADANI,RAKESH PRAKASH

AUDITED 
FINANCIALS & 
REPORTS

Please give us the Past Due Receivables (from 
Cedants and Brokers) as of 31 Dec 2023 vs 31 
Dec 2022. Also as of 31 May 2024.

Dear Rakesh, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

110 WACHIRA ANASTASIA WAMBUI 254722903860 DIVIDENDS Why don't you give dividends via mpesa?

Dear Wachira, thank you for reaching out to us., we shall adopt and opt in 
your payment mode as Mpesa which shall be used for the futute dividend 
payment. Thank you

111 JANE NDIKO MWAURA 254721435035 DIVIDENDS

How can I check how many shares I have 
please? 2.Can you add us dividend coz it's too 
little... Dear Jane, thank you for the question. Please note you hold 220 shares.

112 NDUATI,DAVID KAHURA DIVIDENDS

do you consider the young tasks for internship 
program in your organisation? and if so what 
is the procedure

Dear David, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

113 MUGAA ELIJAH KIHANGARKI 254723427855 DIVIDENDS

My Name is wrongly written and I have not 
been getting my dividends ( my correct Name 
is Kithangari) please rectify and I'll appreciate.

Dear Elijah. Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 709 170 
000 or email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

114 MUGAA ELIJAH KIHANGARKI 254723427855 DIVIDENDS

1.Correction of my name to read Elijah 
Kithangari mugaa. 2. Send my dividends in 
full.

Dear Elijah. Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 709 170 
000 or email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

115 JANE NDIKO MWAURA 254721435035 DIVIDENDS
Can I get some more dividend, and how much 
each?

Dear Jane, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has declared 
dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on register on 
25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

116 KIBET ZACHARIAH KEMBOI 254721305511 DIVIDENDS
I haven't received my shares for the last ten 
years?. Why?.

Dear Kibet. Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 709 170 
000 or email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

117 MWENJA ANNA GATHONI 254722811847 DIVIDENDS I don't get dividends
Dear Anna. Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 709 170 
000 or email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.

118 NGANGA,LUCY NJERI 254720661966 DIVIDENDS

How can my dividends  be used to purchase 
more shares other than sending the money to 
me

Dear Lucy, thank you for the question. Please note once you receive 
dividends you can proceed to buy shares through your stockbroker.

119 GICHINGA,PETER KANYUGA 254722239063 DIVIDENDS

What happened with the usual gifts we used 
to get during the AGMs now that the 
meetings are virtual?

Dear Peter, we appreciate your question.The response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

120 OTUKE,JOSEPH AMWOMA
AUDITORS & 
REMUNERATION

Why take time to pay dividends after meeting 
it could be immediately after passing the 
resolution?

Dear Joseph, we appreciate your question, the response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

121 NGUMU,JOSEPH MUSEMBI 254723796566 DIVIDENDS

Good afternoon, can the company consider 
payment of dividends through the mobile 
money platforms?

122 MUGO,LILIAN CATHERINE NYAMBURA 254720700057 A.O.B
Review physical meetings since not everyone 
has smart phone to access zoom meetings

Dear Lilian, we appreciate your question. The response will be accorded to 
you during AGM. The same will also be published in the company's website.

123 WACHAGA GEOFFEY MBUGUA 254722633572 DIVIDENDS when  will  pay divinded

Dear Shareholder, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

124 WACHAGA GEOFFEY MBUGUA 254722633572 A.O.B payment

Dear Shareholder, thank you for your question, the board of Kenya Re has 
declared dividends of Ksh 0.30 per share to shareholders who will be on 
register on 25th June 2024 to be paid on or about 9th August 2024.

125 ODONGO,GRACE AKINYI 254720553428 DIVIDENDS
Ever since l joined Kenya RE l have never 
gotten any diviident from you why

Dear Grace. Kindly reach us through our office mobile number +254 709 170 
000 or email info@image.co.ke for further assistance.
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